Cost minimization of locating construction machinery park with the use of simulation and optimization algorithms
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Abstract. Every construction project requires a plan of construction site, where storage areas, temporary roads, social containers, machinery parks etc. are shown. The location of the machinery park on a building site is very important. Cost is the most important factor for both, civil engineering structures and buildings in terms of the machinery movement. The everyday building machinery transport from the park to the working positions is time and cost consuming. Four possible solution of the location of temporary roads, necessary for such transport of the construction machinery, were discussed. Finding the optimum location of machinery park was presented, and case study calculations were made. Two dimension problem simulation has been applied, enhanced by heuristic algorithms to solve the discussed matter.

1 The effectiveness of construction site

The road construction market is very competitive and it has made the prices of construction resources similar for every contractor. The success of a contractor in these conditions, which is winning the contract, can be achieved mainly by optimization of technology and organizational skills. Decreasing the cost of transport, based on the well placed location of a road construction machinery park [5, 7] is the example of such optimization. Shortening the total distance of transportation, limits some groups of the cost (see fig. 1):

- machinery cost,
- labour cost,
- overall construction site cost.

In other words, optimization is related to:

- shortening of non-productive time of machine operators,
- shortening of non-productive time of machinery operating,
- decreasing the length (and cost) of temporary roads construction.
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Savings achieved in aforementioned areas, can:
- lower a base of bid-price or,
- increase the profit achieved by a contractor [2,12].

Searching for the optimum location of the machinery park is location type transportation problem [6].

2 Temporary roads modelling

2.1 The assumption for the proposed models

It was assumed that the trajectory (usually a curve) of the road under construction, can be approximated by a polygon. The centre of every section of the polygon should be connected with the construction machinery yard with the temporary road. The other assumptions are as follows:
- the sections of the polygon do not have to be equal,
- a given construction machine have to drive to the section where the works are carried out every day and it comes back to the park after work,
- there is a fixed number of days for each construction machine that they have to work on each section,
- the volume of works do not have to be proportional to the length of the section of the polygon,
- the unit cost (per km) of building a temporary road is independent from the load that is carried by a given section of the temporary road,
- there is only one machinery park location foreseen.

2.2 The analysed models

For the purpose of this article it was assumed the middle points of the four sections of the polygon will be labelled with letters A, B, C and D. The location of the machinery park is labelled with Y.

MODEL I: the temporary road runs along the road being built; the machinery park is located on the temporary road (see fig. 2).

MODEL II: the temporary road connects every two middle points of adjacent sections of the polygon; the machinery park is located on the temporary road (see fig. 2).

MODEL III: the machinery park is located within the quadrilateral ABCD; there are separate temporary roads connecting the machinery park location Y with each middle point of the section of the polygon (see fig. 3).

MODEL IV: 

Fig. 2. MODEL I                       MODEL II.

Fig. 3. MODEL III                             MODEL IV.
MODEL IV: the machinery park location Y is located within the quadrilateral ABCD; there are separate temporary roads connecting each middle point of the section of the polygon to the intermediate point (E or F) and then to the machinery park location Y (see fig. 3).

The exemplary shapes of temporary road system (shown in fig. 2 and 3) were created for the polygon, consisting of 4 parts, but proposed modelling is not limited by a number of sections of a polygon.

2.3 The aim of the analysis

In the Model I, II and III the coordinates of the machinery park \((x_Y; y_Y)\) are searched to minimize the cost function \(c\). The Model IV requires also finding the coordinates of points E and F. The cost function can be defined as:

\[
c = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (l_i \times c_i) + k \times l
\]

where:

- \(l_i\) the length of the temporary road from the machinery park to the center of \(i\) section of the polygon (in km),
- \(c_i\) the unit cost (per km) of transport of the set of machinery to the \(i\) section of the polygon, required number of times, twice a day,
- \(n\) number of the sections of the polygon (of the road under construction),
- \(k\) the unit cost (per km) of building the temporary road,
- \(l\) the total length of temporary roads necessary to be build.

It has to be noticed that equation (2)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} l_i = l
\]

is valid only for the Model III.

In the formula (1) \(l\) and \(l_i\) depend on the shape of the polygon, the chosen model and the location of the machinery park. Additionally, they depend on the location of the intermediate points E and F in the Model IV. The unit cost of transport depends on much more parameters, such as:

- number of the machinery types necessary to apply on a given section of the polygon,
- the required number of working days necessary for each machine to spend on a given section,
- the average speed of each machine transport,
- fuel consumption of each machine,
- depreciation of each machine [1],
- the cost (per hour) for machine operators.

Since the Models I and II are – in fact – linear (the cost function depends only on the distance from the point A to the machinery park Y), it is relatively easy to find minimum of the cost and the respective location of the machinery park [4]. On the other hand, the Models III and IV cannot be solved in this manner.
3 The solution of the problem based on case study data

3.1 The input data

The coordinates of the polygon sections (shown in fig. 2 and 3), their middle points and the lengths of the section are shown in tab. 1. The unit prices of the machinery transport and the unit price of constructing the temporary road, are shown in tab. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Middle point</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>length [km]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section I with the middle point A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section II with the middle point B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section III with the middle point C</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section IV with the middle point D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16,5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Transport from the machinery park to point A | The unit cost (per km) | 35 |
| Transport from the machinery park to point B | 50 |
| Transport from the machinery park to point C | 80 |
| Transport from the machinery park to point D | 25 |
| Building the temporary road | 150 |

3.2 Solutions for the Model I and the Model II

The linear equations solved for the Model I and Model II (the method taken from [4]) has produced the optimum location of the machinery park in point C. As the unit cost of the transport to the section with the middle point C is the highest, the minimum total cost is achieved when the distance from Y to C is equal to zero. It is worth noticing that changing the location of the machinery park does not change the total length of the temporary road for these two models. The temporary road is shorter in the Model II, so the result has confirmed expectations – the total cost was lower in that model.

3.3 Solutions for the Model III and the Model IV

Finding the location of the machinery park – in the Model III – with the use of simulation, has required assuming two variables being simulated – the coordinates of the point Y. The result found show that the total cost for the Model III is higher than achieved in the Model I and the Model II. For the Model IV the Authors assumed, that the calculation model will consist of six decision variables, related to coordinates x and y of the central point Y and intermediate points E and F. Additionally, six variables were defined and described by the
uniform probability distributions, for the Monte Carlo simulation of possible locations of all mentioned above points. The objective function was defined to minimize the final value of the cost of transportation and construction of temporary roads.

The process of simulation and optimization was aided by the use of computer software – Oracle Crystal Ball. The simulation process is focused on selecting a value for each variable described by a probability distribution and entering those values into the spreadsheet. Then a Monte Carlo simulation is run on the spreadsheet, results recorded and the process repeated usually several thousand times or even more. Authors used 10 000 simulation iterations for the purpose of receiving the assumed level of confidence for every optimization pass [14]. It is possible to manually perform this analysis but with the increased number of decision variables, the number of possible variable combinations becomes too high to do it manually. To speed up the process of calculation, which depending on the complexity of a model can last from several minutes to hours, an optimization tool was selected to incorporate highly effective methods of searching and finding the optimal solution [11]. For this purpose, the OptQuest optimization tool was chosen. At more advanced level, OptQuest does a much more efficient calculations at finding optimal solutions than it would be possible with manual calculations or even simulation methods. OptQuest offers a possibility to surpass the limitations of genetic algorithm optimizers because it uses multiple, complimentary search methodologies, including advanced tabu search and scatter search, to help find the best global solutions [13,15]. In addition, the optimization algorithm applies some elements of adaptive and neural network technologies to help it learn from past optimizations in order to achieve better results in less time [10]. The authors assumed that the optimization process should calculate the model for 100 000 iterations. The optimization achieved the best, optimal result very quickly, after several minutes of calculations and approximately 25 000 iterations, giving the best optimal result of 4184,18 for a given set of coordinates. The results listed in the Table 3 show, that the coordinates found through simulation and optimization for points E, F and Y are coherent with results found with Model II, and give the best possible solution for the given construction site.

3.4 Results achieved

The results of the optimization, i.e. the cost minimization, in a form of the machinery park coordinates are shown in tab. 3 for all four models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporary road variant</th>
<th>The park coordinates</th>
<th>Cost of self-transport</th>
<th>Cost of temporary road</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Description</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Along the constructed road</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>13,5</td>
<td>1127,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>The polygon ABCD</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>13,5</td>
<td>990,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>The star in the center in Y</td>
<td>9,65</td>
<td>11,47</td>
<td>990,43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>The star in the center in Y with intermediate points in: E and F</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>13,5</td>
<td>990,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6,0</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>13,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of calculations show that in the analysed case, the use of the simulation (enhanced by heuristics) – the Model IV – has produced the same result as the exact method in the Model II. The point E was shifted to the point B and the points Y and F were shifted to the point C (see fig. 2 – Model II and fig. 3 Model IV). The more complicated
shape of the temporary road assumed in Model IV (as starting point of searching the minimum cost) has been transferred to the more simple shape (assumed in the Model II). The location of the machinery park found in these two models is exactly the same, so the total costs are. The minimum cost found in the Model I was 10.4 % higher and 12.5 % higher in the Model III, than the minimum one produced in the Model II and IV.

4 Conclusions

The analysed case of finding the optimum location of construction machinery park has led to the cost minimization. The sum of transportation cost and the cost of building the temporary road (necessary for the daily transport of the machinery) has reached its minimum value. The similarity of results achieved in Model IV (where the simulation and heuristics have been applied) and in Model II (the exact solution) allow saying that for the assumed shape of temporary roads, the global minimum of the cost has been found. Nevertheless, this similarity cannot be treated as a rule. Many factors can influence the achieved result. The relation of the unit transport cost to the unit cost of building the temporary road, the length of the constructed road and its shape, the number of sections of the road being built, are the examples of parameters able to change the model, where the optimum cost will be found. It is recommended to check every time all four proposed models to find the location of the machinery park. The savings (in the analysed case) are higher than 10 % of the total cost. The next positive effect of finding the optimum location of the machinery park is raising the daily effectiveness of the set of construction machinery. Since a day has a limited number of hours, shortening the time of daily transport allows for longer utilization of the machinery at their workplaces. The paper is an example of the successful computer aided decision supporting system [8] which allows for savings and easier controlling the schedule of a construction site [9].
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